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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN FATIMA,
PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

The priestly spiritual force is like a mirror that concentrates and attracts the Divine Energy.

My enemy always wants to destroy that unknown spiritual force that comes from the Source of
God.

For this reason, My priest sons are placed under an interior pressure, also unknown, through which
My enemy projects and mirrors uncertain realities that, in many cases, are capable of confusing and
diverting the aspirations of the priests of Christ.

At this time, My favorite children, the priests, cannot let themselves be taken nor influenced by the
harassments that do not belong to them, because they are only stones on the path that try to make
them fall, over and over again. 

But, My Son, who loves you deeply, has given you the strength of spiritual resurrection, the
possibility of rising again, as many times as necessary.

The spiritual and inner mission that the priests of the world have cannot be valued or appreciated
with physical eyes, it can only be contemplated by those souls that are capable of praying fervently
for My favorite children so that, at each new fall, they may rise from the ground for a single
purpose, for the people of God that await them, and that aspire, through the priests, to see the
apostles of Christ.

I ask all priests not to be fooled by what does not belong to them, to be brave and always remember
that, through the power of the Sacraments, you will find the service so necessary and fundamental to
redeem yourselves.

Let us pray every day for the priests. I will be immensely grateful to you.

I thank you for responding to My call!

 Who bless you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace


